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REPRESENTATIONS OF TWISTED GROUP ALGEBRAS
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ROBERT C. BUSBY AND HARVEY A. SMITH

Abstract. We construct a general class of Banach algebras which include as special

cases the group algebra of a locally compact group, the group algebra of a group

extension (in terms of the subgroup and quotient group), and some other examples,

special cases of which have been studied under the name of covariance algebras. We

develop the general representation theory and generalize Mackey's theory of induced

representations.

1. Introduction. In this paper we begin the investigation of a very general class

of algebras of functions on locally compact groups taking values in a Banach

algebra. A number of authors have investigated special cases of such algebras,

notably G. P. Johnson [12], J. Glimm [8], E. Effros and F. Hahn [6], Turumaru [23],

Zeller-Meier [26], I. Segal [20], and Doplicher, Kastler and Robinson [5]. Of

these, Zeller-Meier's algebras come closest in generality to those we discuss. He

limits himself to discrete groups and C*-algebras, and in this context he formulates

many of the important concepts. While a number of our results generalize his, our

techniques are almost always different. Horst Leptin in [14] (see also [13] and [15])

defines an essentially equivalent class of algebras, however he confines himself to

functions taking values in commutative algebras. Our construction differs from

his in a number of technical details (we have tried to use concepts and notations

more in agreement with previous work on special cases, and usual conventions),

and there is very little overlap in subject matter. His representation theory and ours

are distinct.

Several authors have studied what are essentially representations of the algebras

we discuss, but without defining the algebras. This is true of G. Mackey [16], [17],

[18], M. Takesaki [22], Doplicher, Kastler and Robinson [5], and a number of

other authors.

We restrict our interest in the present paper to the representation theory of the

algebras, leaving functorial considerations and their connection with the ideas

centered around induced representations, as well as the detailed study of special

cases and the structure theory to a later occasion.

In §2, we introduce a few needed concepts and cite some results for later use.
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We then define a twisted group algebra and cite some examples, in particular the

group algebra of a group extension. To avoid interrupting the exposition with

lengthy computations, the tedious and rather complicated demonstrations of the

statements made in §2 are delayed to §6. In §3 we discuss representations of the

twisted group algebras and their relationship to representations of the group and

of the range algebra. Some consequences of the results and some special cases are

discussed. Representations induced by a representation of the range algebra are

discussed in §4 and certain canonical representations in §5. The more tedious

computations are grouped together in §6.

We make the convention now that throughout this paper, all algebras will be

separable and all topological groups will be second-countable and Hausdorff.

We will omit these adjectives throughout the rest of the paper. It is quite likely

that most of our results extend in some form to nonseparable cases, but the patho-

logical nature of measures on nonsecond-countable locally compact spaces would

necessitate a painful reexamination of concepts and theorems which are well

known in the second countable case, and we feel that such a procedure would un-

necessarily lengthen and insufficiently improve the results. Those interested can see

for themselves which results might perhaps be extended. The difficulties frequently

center about such things as the proper choice of a a-ring to call the Borel sets.

2. Twisted group algebras. We will need the theory of the Bochner integral as

developed in [10]. By using the form of the definition in which a function from a

measure space to a Banach algebra is Bochner-integrable when it is the limit a.e. of

a sequence of "step functions" (taking countably many values and constant on

measurable sets) and the integral of its norm exists, one can easily deduce:

Remark 1. If/: X-*- A and g: X-*■ B are Bochner-integrable, C is a Banach

space and <p: AxB-+ C is a continuous bilinear functional then <p(f(x),g(x)) is

Bochner-integrable.

It is well known (see [10]) that:

Remark 2. The set of Bochner-integrable functions from a measure space to a

Banach space form a Banach space, the norm of a function being the integral

of the norm of its value. This space is the completion with respect to the greatest

cross-norm of the tensor product of the range Banach space with the space of

integrable complex-valued functions on the measure space (see [9], [21]).

By approximate identity of a Banach*-algebra, we will always mean a two-sided,

selfadjoint approximate identity of norm 1. If A is a Banach*-algebra with an

approximate identity and M(A) is its double centralizer algebra [11], we need:

Remark 3. A is canonically embedded as a closed two-sided ideal in M(A) by

means of left and right multiplication. Any automorphism T of A lifts canonically

to M(A) and is defined by

T(m)T(a) = T(ma)   for m e M(A), aeA.

Let G be a locally compact group with left Haar measure dg and modular
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function A. Let A be a Banach*-algebra with ||x| = ||x*| for all x e A and with an

approximate identity.

Let ^ be the group of unitaries in M {A), that is the elements x such that 1 =x*x

= xx*, and ||x|| = |x*| = 1, and let Autt {A) be the subgroup of the group Aut {A)

of continuous *-automorphisms of A such that Te Autj {A) if and only if ||r|

= ||r-1|| = l. A function/: G^- A is said to be strongly measurable if it is the

limit a.e. of "step functions" as in the definition of the Bochner integral. We will

always want Borel measurability and we will use the word Borel for Borel

measurable.

Definition 2.1. A twisting pair {T, a) for G and A is a pair of mappings

T: G^ Auti {A), a: GxG-s-Qt such that a is strongly Borel (with respect to

dg ® dg) and T{x)a is a strongly Borel map from G to A for each ae A. Moreover,

we demand

(1 ) [T{x)a{y, z)]a{x, yz)=a{x, y)a{xy, z),

(2) [T{x)T{y)a]a{x, y) = a{x, y)[T{xy)a],

{3)a{x,e)=«{e,y)=l,T{e) = l

for all x, y, z e G and ae A, with e being the identity in G. (The equation (1) will

be familiar as the usual cocycle identity.)

Theorem 2.2. Let {T, a) be a twisting pair for G and A. If we define a product,

-, and an involution, *, on the Banach space of all Bochner-integrable functions from

G to A by

{f-h){x) = ^f{y)[T{y)h{y-^x)]a{y,y-^x)dy

and, writing Aafor the modular function on G,

f*{X) = a{x,X-í)*[T{x)f{x-ír]^o{x-1)

the result is a Banach*-algebra which we denote L\A, G; T, a), the twisted group

algebra on G with values in A produced by the twisting pair {T, a).

Proof. The required computations are carried out in §6.

Let Autx {A) and ^ be as previously defined and let B<= Autj {A) be the set of

all automorphisms of A of the form /„, ueffl, where for any ae A, Iu{a) = uau*.

B is clearly a subgroup of Auti {A) and it is normal since « e °ti and z e Autx {A)

imply that z"1/uz = /2,-i(u) (again the unique extension of z to Aut {M{A)) is also

denoted by z). If Aut! {A) is given the strong topology, B will be a closed normal

subgroup. We let p: Au^ {A) -> Autx {A)/B be the natural projection, which will

be continuous of course if Auti {A)/B is given the quotient topology.

Proposition 2.La. With notations as above we have:

pT: G -> Auti {A)/B   is a continuous homomorphism.

Proof. It is easy to show that since Autx {A) is a closed subset of the unit sphere

of B{A, A) (the bounded linear operators on A), and A is separable, Auti C¿)

(and thus also Auti {A)¡B) is strongly metrizable. Also G is a polish group since it is
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second-countable and locally compact. Since pT is a Borel homomorphism, the

proposition follows from a Theorem of Banach (to be found for example on p. 25

of his book Théorie des opérations linéaires).

To indicate the scope of Definition 2.1 we give some examples of twisted group

algebras.

Example 1. The usual complex group algebra L1(G) is a twisted group algebra

with A = C and the twist trivial (i.e. T and a the identities).

Example 2. The completion of the usual algebra tensor product of A with L1(G),

completed with respect to the greatest cross-norm y, A <g>y L\G), is a twisted group

algebra with the twist trivial.

Example 3. Let G be a locally compact transformation group acting on a

locally compact space X with the group action denoted by x -> gx. Let A be the

algebra of all continuous functions on X vanishing at infinity, let a be trivial, and

dcñmTby[T(g)f](x)=f(g-íx).
Example 4. Let G be any locally compact group and let A be the complex

numbers. Then a must be complex valued and T must be trivial. We call this

algebra A(G; a).

Example 5. A very important class of examples arises when a is trivial and A

is a C*-algebra. The resulting twisted group algebra has representations which

appear to be important to quantum physics. In particular if G is a group of auto-

morphisms of A, these representations have been studied under the name of

covariant representations of (G, A) by several authors.

Example 6. Suppose O^-H^-N^.K^-0 is an exact sequence of locally

compact groups. Then -n has a Borel measurable right inverse, t). (For very general

circumstances under which this happens, see [7].) We define a twisting pair (T, a)

such that L^L^H), K; T, a) is isometrically isomorphic with L^N).

Let A be the modular function for left Haar measure dh on H. We identify

H and <j(H). For k e K, h e H, define

hk = r,(k)-ihr,(k); hk = V(k)hr,(k)-K

By the uniqueness of Haar measure there are positive real numbers 8(k) such that

8(k)dhk = dh. Writing ß(klt k2) = T)(k1)r](k2)r](k1k2)~1, for ku k2e K, we define a

twisting pair (T, a) by

(T(k)f)(h) = 8(k)~y(hk),

(a(k1,k2)f)(h)=f(ß(ki,k2)-1h)

(Mkuk2))(h) = A(ß(k1,k2)Y'f(hß(k1,k2)-i)

for k, ku k2 g K, fe L\H), heH. Note that ß(kx, k2) e H. In §6 we exhibit the

computations which demonstrate that (T, a) is a twisting pair producing a twisted

group algebra on K with values in L\H) and that L\L\H), K; T, a) is isometric-

ally isomorphic with L1(N).

In connection with this example we state the following converse result.
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Theorem 2.3. Suppose H and K are locally compact groups, and {T, a) is a

twisting pair for {K, LX{H)). Then a can be written as aß where {T, ß) is a twisting

pair for {K, L*{H)) and à is a complex valued cocycle, and there is a locally compact

group extension G of K by H such that:

(1) L\L\H), K; T, ß) is isomorphic with L\G) in the manner discussed in

Example 6 and

(2) L^L^H), K; T, a) is isomorphic with the algebra L1{G; &) discussed as

Example 4. Here we are considering the cocycle â on K as a cocycle on G constant

on cosets.

Proof. We defer this to §6.

The trivial case of Example 1 is, of course, classical. Example 2 was studied by

G. P. Johnson in [12]. The álgebras of Example 3 have been considered from a

rather different point of view, attention being restricted to the enveloping C*-

algebras, by Glimm [8] and by Effros and Hahn [6].

The algebras of Example 4 have been defined and studied briefly by L. Auslander

and C. C. Moore in [2], Example 6 has been one of our primary motivations, and a

guide in formulating twisted group algebras. In a rather different formulation,

Leptin has studied this example for the case where the group H is abelian and T is a

homomorphism. Some of our terminology arises directly from this example. For

instance, when a is trivial, we speak of the "split case" since it corresponds to the

case where the exact sequence splits in this example and A' is a semidirect product.

Likewise, our "induced representations" correspond to induced representations

of N in the sense of Mackey [17].

We now show that the algebra L\A, G; T,a) depends only on an equivalence

class of the twisting pair {T, a).

Definition 2.4. Let A be a Banach*-algebra with approximate identity, and

let G be a locally compact group. We will denote by B{G, A) the group of all Borel

functions p from G to °U{M{A )) (the unitary double centralizers of A) such that

p{e)=\, with pointwise operations, and by Z{G, A) the set of all twisting pairs for

A, G.

Let P e B{G, A) and let {T, a) e Z{G, A). Let (7, a)p = {Tp, ap) where for x,yeG,

ae A,v/e define Tp and ap by:

1. Tp{x)a=p{x){T{x)a)p{x)*,

2. ap{x,y)=p{x)[T{x)p(y)]a{x,y)p{xy)*.

Proposition 2.5. With notation as above, {T, a)p e Z{G, A).

Proof. Measurability considerations are immediate. We verify the first identity.

Let x, y, ze G. Then :

Tp{x)ap{y, z) = p{x)T{x)[p{y)[T{y)p{z)]a{y, z)p{yz)*]p{x)*

= p{x)[T{x)p{y)][T{x)T{y)p{z)][T{x)a{y, z)][T{x)p{yz)*]p{x)*.
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Also ap(x, yz)=p(x)[T(x)p(yz)]a(x, yz)p(xyz)*. Therefore

T„(x)ap(y, z)ap(x, yz) = p(x)[T(x)p(y)][T(x)T(y)p(z)]a(x, y)a(xy, z)p(xyz)*

= p(x)[T(x)p(y)]a(x, y)[T(xy)p(z)]a(xy, z)p(xyz)*

= Mx, y)p(xy)][T(xy)p(z)]a(xy, z)p(xyz)*

= <*v(x, y)<*p(xy, z).

The second identity is verified in a similar way.

Proposition 2.6. The map (p, (T, a)) -> (T, a)p from B(G, A)xZ(G, A) -»

Z(G, A) defines an action of B(G, A) as a transformation group on the set Z(G, A).

Proof. Clearly (T, cc)1 = (T, a) where 1 is the function identically equal to 1.

We show that if p, q e B(G, A), and (T, a)eZ(G, A), [(T, a)q]„ = (T, a)pq.

It is immediate that (Tq)p = Tpq.

(«X(x, y) = p(x)[Tq(x)p(y)]aq(x, y)p(xy)*

= p(x)q(x)[T(x)p(y)][T(x)q(y)]a(x, y)q(xy)*p(xy)*

= «pq(x, y).

This completes the proof.

Denote the quotient set Z(G, A)/B(G, A) by H(G, A).

Theorem 2.7. If (T, a) is a twisting pair for (A, G) the isomorphism class of

L1(A, G; T,a) depends only on the equivalence class of(T, a) in H(G, A).

Proof. We will show that L\A, G; T,a) and L\A, G; Tp, <xp) are isometrically

*-isomorphic for any p e B(G, A).

Let feL\A, G; T, a) and define 4>p(/) by <P(f)(x)=f(x)p(x)*. We claim that

<PP is the desired isomorphism. It is obviously a linear isometry from L\A, G; T, a)

to L\A, G; 7>p). If/, geL\A, G; T, a):

[d)(/).cD(g)](x)= Í <b(f)(y)\Tp(y)(<b(g)(y^xWP(y,y^x)dy
Ja

= ¡Gf(y)p(y)*p(y)T(y)[g(y-1x)P(y-íx)*]

■ p(y)*p(y)[T(y)p(y-1x)]a(y, y-1x)P(x)* dy

= ¡f(y)[T(y)g(y-1x)]a(y, y^x) dyp(x)*

= Hfg)(x).

In a similar way we show that O preserves involution, and this completes the proof.

If A is abelian and (T, a) e Z(G, A), T is a homomorphism and the set ZT(G, A)

= {(S, a) eZ(G, A) | S=T} forms a group under pointwise multiplication of the

"cocycles" a. lip e B(G, A) and p: G x G -> A is defined by

p(x,y) = T(x)p(y)p(xyY1p(x),
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then p e ZT{G, A), {p is usually called the "coboundary " of p). In this way B{G, A)

maps into a subgroup Ê{G, A) of ZT{G, A). It is easy to see that the group

ZT{G, A)/Ê{G, A) = HT{G, A) is precisely the set of orbits of ZT{G, A) under the

action of Ê{G, A). Thus in the case of commutative A, H{G, A) is the union of the

usual "cohomology groups" HT{G, A).

3. Representations of twisted group algebras. In this section we discuss general

results concerning representations of L1{A, G; T, a) for a fixed A, G, T and a.

The Banach algebra A will always be assumed to be a *-algebra with a two-sided

approximate identity of unit norm. Representation will always mean continuous

■"-representation by bounded operators on a Hubert space. We will need the idea

of the left centralizer algebra of a Banach *-algebra A, which is also developed in

[11]. A left centralizer on A is a continuous linear map m: A—> A such that

m{xy) = {mx)y for all x, y in A. We will let M{A)L be the Banach *-algebra of left

centralizers on A. It is shown in [11] that we always have M{A)<=M{A)L. It is

also shown that, just as in the case of double centralizers, automorphisms of A

lift uniquely to automorphisms of M{A)L.

Lemma 3.1. (a) 77te Banach *-algebra M {A), the double centralizer algebra of A,

has an isometric *-isomorphic embedding in M{L\A, G; T,a))L given by {mf)x

= m{f{x))\ where m e M{A),feL1{A, G; T, a).

(b) The set of regular Borel measures with compact support is embedded in

M{L\A, G; T, a))L by

ft/)ft) = ¡o [T{y)f{y-1x)]a{y,y-^x)d^{y).

(c) If we use x f to denote the unit point measure at xeG acting on f as in (b),

then

x{yf) = a{x,y)-{xyf)

for all x, y e G,fe L\A, G; T, a). Moreover, for m e M{A), xeG,

T{x)m{xf) = x{mf).

Proof, (a) Let fand g be in L\A, G; T, a), and m e M{A)L. Then

{mf)g{x) = J  {mf){y)[T{y)g{y-ix)]a{y,y-1x)dy = m-{fg){x).

Thus m does become a left centralizer of L\A, G; T, a). We will not normally

distinguish m from its image under this embedding. It is clear that this embedding

preserves products and involutions. (See [11] for definitions of these in the double

centralizer algebra.) Clearly the norm of w/cannot exceed the norm of m acting

on A times the norm of/, so the embedding is not norm increasing. On the other

hand, taking/to be a ® <p for some <p e L1{G) and all a e A, we see that the embed-

ding cannot be norm decreasing, so it is isometric.
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(b) Let p. be a regular Borel measure on G with compact support. Then

t*-(fig)(x) = ja [T(y)fg(y-1x)Hy,y-^x)dp.(y)

= jg {T(y)^J(z)[T(z)g(z-iy^x)]a(z, z^"1*)] Wjr1*)* <M>0

(by using the appropriate identities concerning 77 and a)

=  f   ¡ [T(y)f(z)][a(y,z)[T(yz)g(z-'y-1x)]a(yz,z-1y-1x)]dzdp.(y).
Jo Ja

By changing the order of integration and substituting, we see that the above

integral is equal to

f   f [T(z)f(z-íy)]a(z,z-íy)[T(y)g(y-íx)]a(y,y-^x)dp.(z)dy
Ja Ja

= ¡a(^f)(y)[T(y)g(y-1x)Hy,y-íx)dy = ((p.f)-g)(x).

(c)        [x-(j/)](z) = [TixXyfXx-WHx, x~lz)

= [T(x){[T(y)f(y-'x'íz)]a(y, y-^x^z)}]a(x, x"V)

= [T(x)T(y)f(y-ix-iz)]a(x,y)a(xy, y^x^z)

= a(x, y)[T(xy)f((xy)-1z)]a(xy, y-'-x^z)

= a(x,y)(xy-f(z)) = a(x,y)(xy-f)(z).

Now

(T(x)m(xf))(y) = T(x)m(xf(y))

= T(x)mT(x)(f(x-^y))a(x,x-iy)

= T(x)(m-f(x-íy))a(x,x-1y)

= x-(m-f)(y).

This completes (c).

B. E. Johnson in [11] has shown that if -n is an essential representation of any

Banach *-algebra B with norm bounded left approximate identity on a Hubert

space H, then n extends uniquely to M(B)L. The extension will also be denoted

by -n and can be explicitly constructed as follows : If | = 2"= i ^(bi)i(, it e H,bxe B,

and if m e M(B)L then "t(«î)£ = 2?=i ^O^O^i defines 7r(w) as a linear operator on

the linear span of tt(B)(H). This operator extends to a bounded linear operator

on H and m -> Tr(m) is a representation of M(B)L. Moreover tt(M(B)l) is in the

weak operator closure of n(B). For the proofs of all these results see [11].

In order to use the above result in our context, we will need to have a norm

bounded left approximate identity in L1(A, G; T, a). We conjecture that there is

always such an approximate identity, but examples show that it is not always the
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most obvious candidate, namely the tensor product of approximate identities in

A and L1{G). The following result gives a sufficient condition.

Theorem 3.2. Let (F()isJ be the approximate identity in L1{G) formed from the

normalized characteristic functions of the neighborhoods of e in G. Suppose A has a

countable approximate identity {an), 1 = « = oo and suppose x —> x •/ {notation as

before) is continuous at e for all fe L\A, G; T, a) then the set {Ft <g) an} is a left

approximate identity of norm one.

Proof. For feL\A,G;T, a),

\\{F ® aj/-/|| Ú  f   f \\Fi{y)an{T{y)f{y-H))a{y,y-'x)-f{x)\\dxdy
Ja Ja

= fi(St)-1 f   f \\an{T{y)f{y^x))a{y,y-H)-f{x)\\dxdy
Js, Ja

{Fi = p.{Si)~1xsi for some neighborhood Si of e). By the Lebesgue dominated

convergence theorem, this expression converges to f^St)'1 js \\y-f—f\\dy as

« -> oo, and by assumption this converges to zero on i. The condition given in

the theorem is frequently easy to verify. It is certainly true, for example, if T and a

are weakly continuous (e.g. if G is discrete), or if a is trivial and T is weakly con-

tinuous at e. In the case of the pair arising from a group extension, the condition

is equivalent with the existence of a local measurable cross-section about the

identity, continuous at the identity.

Definition. Let G be a locally compact group, A a Banach *-algebra with

approximate identity, and {T, a) a twisting pair for A and G. By a representing

pair for the 4-tuple {A, G, T, a) we will mean a pair ft, U) where:

(1) 77 is a nondegenerate representation of A on H.

(2) U is a weakly measurable mapping from G to %{H), the unitary operators

on H, such that UxUy = ir{a{x, y))Uxy, Vx, y eG.

(3) Uxn{a)U* = n{T{x)a) for all x e G, a e A.

If G is any locally compact group, H is a Hubert space, °ll{H) denotes the group

of unitaries on H, and K is a subgroup of ^1{H), and if v. W{H) -> <%{H)\K is the

natural projection, we will define a generalized A'-projective representation of G on

H to be a weakly measurable mapping p of G into <3äf(//) such that vp is a group

homomorphism. This definition generalizes the usual definition of projective

representation and has been investigated by Leptin in [14]. Condition (2) in the

definition of representing pair implies that U is a 77(<$e)-projective representation of

G on H, where *% is the group of unitaries in M {A).

Theorem 3.3. Suppose L1{A, G; T, a) has a norm bounded left approximate

identity. Then:

(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between representing pairs for {A, G, T, a)

and nondegenerate representations ofL\A, G; T, a).
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(2) //"ft, U) is a representing pair for {A, G, T, a), the corresponding representation

■n of L\A, G, T, a) is given by:

(r) Yl{f) = j^{f{x))U{x)dx.

Il will be called the integrated form o/ft, U).

(3) Yl{L1{A, G; T, a)) and the set n{A) u U{G) generate the same von Neumann

algebra on H.

Proof. Let ft, U) be a representing pair for {A, G, T, a). Construct II as in (r).

We first show that II is a representation.

Wg)=  f   f n{f{y)MT{y)g{y-1x))n{a{y,y^x))U{x)dydx
Ja Ja

=  f   f rr{f{y))U{yHg{y-íx))U{y)*n{a{y,y^x))U{x)dxdy
Ja Ja

=  í   ¡ n{f{y))U{y)n{g{y^x))U{y-lx)dxdy
Ja Ja

= í <f{y))U{y)dy í ir{g{y))U{y)dy
Ja Ja

= n(/)n(g).

Now let f, -n e H. We have

(ncrx h) = £ ft/*ft)t/(x)f | v) dx

=   f  (Aft-Xaft, X~1)*)7r{T{x)f{x-1))*U{x)Í \ V) dx

= £ (A(x->ft(x, x-1)*)í/(x)77(/(x-1))*í I t,) dx

= £ (Aft-^i/ft-^M/ft-1))^ I v) dx

= f rj>(/ft))C/(x)]*£ \v)dx= f ft | 77(/(x))C/(x)t?)í/x
Jg Jg

= ft | no» = (n(/)*| |,).

Thus fi preserves *. If/ is an approximate identity in L\A, G; T,a)^eH and
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ae A^M(A), then II(a-/t)|->-7r(a)f and since n(A)(H) is dense in H, so is

U(L\A, G; T, a))H. Thus II is nondegenerate.

Now suppose n is a representation of L\A, G; T, a). Since both G and A can be

embedded in M(L1(A, G; T, a))L, we may extend II to both G and A. The extensions

may be denoted by U and n respectively and by previously cited results are explicitly

given by:

4û)(Î n(/;)ft) = n(2 (a-f)^

and

c/(*)(¿ nc/Df.) = ni | (xm)

on the linear span of U(L1(A, G; T, a))H. Since A<^M(A) is *-homomorphically

and continuously embedded in M(Lr(A, G; T, a))L, it is a representation of ,4.

Now G is embedded in M(L\A, G; T1, cc))L as a set of unitaries, as is easily seen.

Thus U(x) is a unitary for all x g G. For x, _y g G and fe L\A, G;T,a) we have :

u(x)U(y)^ nc/¡)ft) = 2 n(x-(r/))i(

= J n(«(jc,>0 ■(*>»■/))   (by Lemma 3.1(c))
i=i

= 7T(a(x,y))U(xy)^2 «ODfiY

Thus t/(x)i/(>') and ir(a(x, _v))i/(x>') agree on a dense subset of // and so are equal.

Similarly, the second half of 3.1(c) can be used to prove that Tr(T(x)a)U(x) =

U(x)n(a). We have thus constructed a representing pair for (A, G, T, a) from II.

We must now show that the correspondence between representations of

L\A, G;T,a) and representing pairs for (A, G, T, a) given above is bijective.

Let (it, U) be a representing pair for (A, G, T, a), form n as above from (w, U)

and again form the pair (n', U') from II as illustrated above. Let/ g L\A, G; T, a),

£KeH,ae A. Then

n'(a) 2 n(/;)£(= 2 ii(afMt
1=1 ( = 1

= 2  í <àMfi(x))u(x)(tdx
¿ri Jo

= .(a) 2 n(/Di,
i = l
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hence 77' = n. Similarly

t/'ft) 2 n(/i)£i=  2   f ^{T{x)Mx-'y))n{a{x,x-1y))U{y)ildy
¿Ti 1=1 Ja

=  2   f ^{T{x)Mx-íy))U{x)U{x-íy)Íidy
(=\ Ja

=  2   f U{x)rr{fi{y))U{y)Udy
i=i Ja

= U{x) 2 n(/,)|„    and so U' = U.
i = l

Now suppose a representation II of V-{A, G, T, a) is given. Form ft, U) from

n and IT from ft, U) in the usual way.

Then if at e A, <pte L1{G), fi e L1{A, G; T, a), f( e H, we have

n /   m \ n        m     *

2 it 2 «t ® *. n(m- = 2 2     iK«.to(*M*)n(/;)£,<fr
/=1 \i = l / i=l i-i   Jo

= 22    nftift)«,-ft •/,))£• ¿x.
y=l   (=1  Jg

Now

Hence

and so

<pi{x)ai{xfi){y)dx =      ^(x^rftO/ft »Rx, x ^) Jx
Jg Jg

= {<pí® ad-fly)-

J  9>ift)afft-/) dx = fti Ig a¡)-/í

n /  m \ n        m

2 n' 2 a. ® 9», n(/,)f, = 2 2 nKv^fl,)-/^
y=i    \i=i / í=i i=i

=  2 "(f  ai®9>«W,)6.

Since elements of the form 2™=i ai ® f are dense in L\A, G; T, a), W = 11 and

the correspondence is bijective.

It only remains to verify the final assertion of the theorem. Since G and A are

embedded in the algebra M{L\A, G; T, a))L, both U{G) and 7r(^) are in the weak

closure of ^{L^A, G; T, a)) by [11]. On the other hand,

Il(/) = jgn{f{x))U{x)dx
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is the weak limit of sums of the form 2f-i TT(f(xi))U(xi)p.(Si) where p. is the Haar

measure of a set and the 5¡ are measurable sets of finite measure. Since each such

sum is in the weak closure of the algebra generated by U(G) u -n(A), so is n(/).

This completes the theorem.

This theorem was proved in the case of Example 3 by Glimm in [8] and for the

case where G is a discrete group and A is a C*-algebra it has been announced by

Zeller-Meier in [26]. Representing pairs for (A, G, T, a) when a is trivial, A is a

C*-algebra, and T is weakly continuous (or even norm continuous) have been

considered by a number of authors, mostly in connection with applications to

theoretical physics. Such a pair has been called a covariant representation of A

and G by some authors.

We also remark that if G is a locally compact group, the well-known correspon-

dence between representations of L1(G) and unitary representations of G is a trivial

special case of the above theorem.

In a certain sense the twisted group algebras L1(G, A;T,a) are generalized

tensor products. It is reasonable then to ask when representations of such algebras

are tensor products of representations. For nontrivial T, the question must be

reformulated in order to achieve meaningful results, but for trivial T we have the

following result.

Proposition 3.4. IfL1(G, A ; a) represents a twisted group algebra with a bounded

left approximate identity and with T trivial, and if either A or G is type I (see [3]),

then every irreducible representation of Li(G, A; a) is isomorphic with the tensor

product of an irreducible representation of A and a generalized projective irreducible

representation of G.

Proof. The proof is identical with the proof of the proposition when a is also

trivial. This in turn is an immediate special case of [3, 13.1.8].

If A is a C ""-algebra or a von Neumann algebra, a more detailed discussion of

representations is often possible. We will now show that to a certain extent the

representation theory of L1(G, A;T,a) for any A can be reduced to the case where

A is a C*-algebra, and this case can be further reduced to the case where A is a

von Neumann algebra. We will need the following results. If A is any Banach

*-algebra with approximate identity, the enveloping C*-algebra of A is the algebra

A formed by giving A the seminorm || • ||', where ||x||' = sup \\it(x)\\ (tt running over

all representations of A), factoring out the ideal of all x with ||x||' = 0, and complet-

ing. If t: A ->- A is the natural *-homomorphism and p is a representation of A

on H, there is a unique representation p of A on H such that p = pr, and the algebra

p(A) is the C*-algebra generated by p(A) (see [3, 2.7.1]).

If A is a C*-algebra, the universal enveloping von Neumann algebra is the weak

closure B of the image of A under the direct sum tt0 of all irreducible representations

of A. It is canonically isomorphic with the bidual A** of A with the Arens multipli-

cation (see [1]). This algebra has a number of interesting properties, including
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the fact that if p is any representation of A on H, there is a unique normal^)

representation p of B on H such that p = ptr0 and p{B) is the weak closure of p{A).

Also if y: A -> /I is an automorphism, there is exactly one normal automorphism

y: B^rB extending y. Both y and its inverse are a{B, A) continuous on the unit

ball oîB (see [3, §12]).

Proposition 3.5. If A is a Banach *-algebra with approximate identity, G is a

locally compact group and {T, a) is a twisting pair for {A, G), there is a C*-algebra

A and a twisting pair {T, a) for A, G such that:

(1) There is a canonical continuous *-homomorphism

k: L\A, G; T, a)-+L\Ä, G; T, à).

(2) IfLx{A, G;T,a) has a norm bounded left approximate identity and if H is any

representation of L1{A,G;T,a) on H, there is a unique representation U of

L\l, G;T,d)on H such that U = ÏÏk.

Proof. (1) Let Z be the enveloping C*-algebra of A. If x e G, then T{x), being

isometric, permutes the set of all representations of A. Thus ii ae A,

\\T{x)a\\' = sup HT{x)a)\\ = sup |ftft)| = ||a||'.

Thus T{x) is || • || ' isometric and so extends to an (isometric) automorphism 7"(x)

of A. Since every representation of A is the restriction of a representation of

M {A) (the double centralizer algebra), |-||' extends to M {A) and the resulting

completion is M {A). We can thus easily see that A is a closed, two-sided ideal in

M {A), and multiplication provides a natural homomorphism r¡: M{A)^- M{A).

If a: M {A)-)- M {A) is the natural map, and y = r¡a, we let d=ya. Since y is a

*-homomorphism and both y and the map T-> Tare weakly continuous, it is easy

to show that {T, a) satisfies all the conditions (algebraic and measure theoretic)

necessary for it to be a twisting pair. Thus L\A, G; T, a) exists and there is an

obvious homomorphism from L\A, G;T,a) to it.

(2) Since any representing pair ft, U) for {A, G; T, a) produces the pair ft, U)

for {A, G; T, a), where ñ is the natural extension to A, it follows easily that the

integrated form of ft, U) factors through the integrated form of ft, U). Theorem

3.3 then gives the desired conclusion.

Proposition 3.6. (1) If A is a C*-algebra, G a locally compact group and {T, a)

a twisting pair for {A, G), then there is a twisting pair {T, a) for {B, G) {where B is

the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A) and a natural * -homomorphism

J: L\A, G; T, a)^L1{B, G; T, a).

0) ß is normal if whenever 5 is a bounded family of selfadjoint elements of B, sup»6S p(x)

=p(supxeSx).
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(2) If L1(A, G; T, a) has a norm bounded left approximate identity, every repre-

sentation ofL1(A, G; T, a) factors through a unique representation ofL\B, G; T, a).

Proof. By previous remarks, T extends uniquely to a mapping T from G to

Aut (B). With notation as before let tt0: A -»■ B be the natural homomorphism.

Since 7T0 is a representation, it extends to M (A) in such a way that tt0(M(A))^B.

If we let ä=Tr0a, it is easy to see that (T, a) is a twisting pair for (G, B). The rest

of the proposition is demonstrated by using the universal property of B and

Theorem 3.3 as we did in Proposition 3.5.

4. Induced representations. Let A be a Banach *-algebra with approximate

identity, and let G, T, a be as usual. Let n be a representation of A on H and form

the space Hf2(G, H, dg) of Borel measurable, square integrable functions. Let

L2(G, H, dg) be the usual associated Hubert space.

Define # and U" on £C\G, H, dg) by:

(1) [*(a)f](g)="(T(g)a)f(g) and
(2) [U*(g0)f](g)=?r(a(g, goMggo)Hgo)lia

where fe SC2(G, H, dg) and A is the modular function in G. a and U" preserve null

functions and so define uniquely a pair of operators in L2(G, H, dg) which we also

denote by (#, £/*). (Which operators are meant will be clear from the context.)

Theorem 4.1. (if, U") is a representing pair for (A, G, T, a).

Proof. Clearly tt is a representation and U"(g0) is unitary for all g0. We claim

(a) U"(gQ)ñ(a)=ñ(T(go)a)U"(g0) and

(b) C/*(go)£/*(gi)=*(«(go, gl))U"igogl).

In fact

[U*(g0)*(a)f](g) = "(a(g,go)MT(gg0)a)f(gg0)A(g0y'2

- Tr(T(g)T(g0)a}TT(a(g, g0))f(ggo)à(goy<2

= [M.T(go)a)U*(g0)f}(g),

which shows (a), and

[U"(g0)U"(gl)f](g) = -Wg,go)V(«(^o,^i))/(^ogi)A(go^i)1/2

= "(T(g)<*(g0, gi)M«(g. gogi))/(ggogi)A(g0gi)1,:2

= K«(go,gi))t/*(g0gi)/](g)

which proves (b). (a, U") will be called the right induced representing pair, and its

integrated form will be called the right induced representation. We could anal-

ogously define the left induced representation which for discrete G was studied by

Zeller-Meier. Symmetry makes it unnecessary to do so. We choose the right repre-

sentation since it corresponds to the usage of the term "induced" by Mackey,

as indicated in Theorem 4.2 below.

Let 0->i/-î>GA-.TY->-0bean exact sequence of locally compact groups.
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As previously indicated L1{G) is isometrically isomorphic with L\L\H), K; T, a)

for suitably defined T and a. Let 77 be a representation of L^{H) and let n be the

induced representation considered as a representation of L\G). As is well known

17 and n correspond uniquely to unitary representations u and U of H and G

respectively.

Theorem 4.2. U is equivalent with the representation induced from u in Mackey's

sense [17].

Proof. We defer this proof to §6.

Definition 4.3. If A, G, T, a are as usual and fti, Ux) and ft2, U2) are repre-

senting pairs for {A, G, T, a) on H, we will say the pairs are unitarily equivalent

if there is a unitary If on //such that n2 = If^H/and U2= W*UXW. For this to

occur, it is clearly necessary and sufficient that the integrated forms of fti, U-y)

and ft2, U2) are unitarily equivalent in the usual sense.

For any representation 77 of A and any g e G, we will denote the composition of 77

with T{g) by 779.

Theorem 4.4. (a) If -n is a representation of A and g e G, ft, U") and ft,,, £/V)

are unitarily equivalent.

(b) If TT and p are equivalent {resp. quasi-equivalent; see [3, 5.3]) representations

of A, then ft, U") and ft, U") are equivalent {resp. quasi-equivalent).

Proof, (a) Let W9o {goeG) be defined on 2>2{G,H,dg) by: [W9of]{g) =

n{a{go,g))f{gog)-  Wgt> is unitary and it is shown just as in Theorem 4.1 that

Wgo7rW*=ñgo. Also,

[W90U»{gl)f}{g) = n{a{gû,g)a{g0g,g1))f{g0gg1)A{glf'2

= <T{g0)a{g, gl)y{a{g0, gg1))f{gogg1)Hgi)112

= [UMgiW90f]{g)
which proves (a).

(b) If 9) is a spatial (resp. algebraic) isomorphism of tt{A) with p{A) so that

P=ir<p, and iff is defined by:

[(#*)(«)/](*) = <p{ir{T{g)a))f{g)  and   [{<r>Ug0)f]{g) = <pftft(g, g0)))f{ggo)^{go)112,

then <p provides the required unitary (resp. algebraic) equivalence between ft, U")

and ft, U").

Corollary 4.5. If T acts on the dual {resp. quasi-dual) see [3, §3. 7] by compo-

sition, and if for any irreducible {resp. factor) representation -n of A, the equivalence

{resp. quasi-equivalence) class of tt is denoted [n], then the equivalence {resp. quasi-

equivalence) class of the induced representation U depends only on the orbit {under T)

of [it] in the dual A {resp. the quasi-dual A). Denote this action by

[it] ->■ [tt]x = ft*].
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Lemma 4.6. (a) G acts on Â and A (through T) as a transformation group.

(b) G acts on Â as a topological transformation group.

Proof, (a) If a e A, x, y e G then

(TTy)x(a) = n(T(x)T(y)a) = 7r(c¡(x, y)yxy(ajn{a{x, y)T-

Since 7r(a(x, y)) is unitary, [HJ/L = [n]xy. Similar computations show that He = [n]

(with e the identity in G), and we are done.

(b) Glimm has proved in [8] that the group of automorphisms of A in the strong

topology acts on Â as a topological transformation group in the case where A

is a C*-algebra. Evidently this action is trivial on the subgroup B of inner auto-

morphisms by unitary double centralizers, and so Aut1 (A)/B acts as a topological

transformation group on Â. Thus so does G.

Corollary 4.7. (a) The stabilizer GM of [tt] in G (all xeG with [tt]x= H) is a

subgroup of G for any n in Â or A.

(b) If[n] is closed in A, then GM is a closed subgroup.

(c) If Â is a T0 space, then GM is closed.

Proof. Everything is clear but (c). This follows from Lemma 4.6(b) and a result

of Blattner [29, Lemma 1].

We now investigate the weak closure and commutant of an induced representation

with an eye to determining when it is irreducible. From now until the end of this

section, (T, a) will be a fixed twisting pair for (G, A), and n will be a fixed repre-

sentation of A on a Hubert space H.

Suppose that for some xgG, N e B(H), and all aeA, Nirx{a) = Tr{d)N. Define

[N]x e B(L2(G, H, m)) (m Haar measure) by: ([N]xf)(g) = N7r(a(x, g))f(xg). Then

Proposition 4.8. [N]x commutes with * and U".

Proof.

[N]xñ(a)f(g) = Nn(a(x,g))n(T(xg)a)f(xg)

= NTT(T(x)T(g)a)7r(a(x,g))f(xg)

= 7r(T(g)a)N7r(a(x,g))f(xg) - a(a)[N]J(g).

Also

[N]xUy*f(g) = ^(«(^^«(xg^Mxg^A1'^^)

= Nn(T(x)a(g, y)a(x, gy))f(xgy)A^(y)

= 7r(a(g,y))Nn(a(x,gy))f(xgy)A^(y) = V¡[N]xf(g).

This completes the proposition.

If we let SX={[A/]X | N-nx(a) = Tr(a)N, aeA} then the above proposition says

that UxeG Sx is contained in the commutant (a, Un)' of the pair (#, U"). In particu-

lar Se is pointwise multiplication by the commutant of w. Thus
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Corollary 4.9. There is a one-to-one mapping of -n{A)' into ft, V)' given by

N-> [N]e. In particular z/ft, U") is irreducible, then so is it.

Now let D=La'{G, m). D is the von Neumann algebra generated by character-

istic functions, which if allowed to act by left multiplication on L2{G, H, m)

would form a projection valued measure on G. It is then easy to see that D is a

sort of system of imprimitivity for ft, U"). We then have the following proposition

which is similar to [18, Theorem 6.4].

Proposition4.10. The mapping TV-*- [N]efrom tt{A)' to ft, U*)' n D' is a linear

isomorphism.

Proof. The mapping is clearly linear and one-to-one, and each N is in D'. It is

known (see [4, Chapter 2, no. 2, §5, Theorem 1]) that an operator is in D' if and

only if it is decomposable, i.e. it is given by pointwise multiplication by a bounded

measurable fi(//)-valued function on G {B{H) represents the bounded linear

operators on //). Let R: G -> B{H) be such a function. If the associated operator

also commutes with It and U", then first of all R{x) e tt{A)' for all x in G. Further-

more,

U\y){Rf){x) = n{a{x,y))R{xy)f{xy)A{yy'2

= R{xyy{a{x,y))f{xy)A{yf>2,

and

{RU\y)f){x) = R{xMa{x,y))f{xy)A{yy2.

From this we see that R{xy) = R{x) almost everywhere in x and y. Hence R is almost

everywhere a constant R. It is clear that R e tt{A)' and that [R]e = R. This completes

the proof.

We remark that if 77 is irreducible and the -nx are mutually inequivalent, or if

77 is arbitrary and the 77* are mutually disjoint, the above proposition specializes

precisely to Mackey's theorem mentioned above [18, Theorem 6.4] for representa-

tions induced from normal subgroups. We now turn our attention to the case

when 77 is irreducible and give a more detailed analysis. Throughout the rest of this

section 77 will always be assumed to be irreducible.

Lemma 4.11. Let the stability subgroup GM ofn be closed in G.

Then fr is unitarily equivalent with a representation p of A on L2{G, H, m) such

that:

1. p{A) is an algebra of measurable fields of operators in the sense of [4, Chapter 2],

2. Each function p{a), ae A, has each x e GiMj as period.

3. |ftft)(x)|| = ||7rft)(x)| for allaeA,xe G.

Proof. Note first that our assumptions guarantee the existence of a measurable

cross-section s from G/GM to G (see [7]). Also from [27, Lemma 3], it follows that

there is a measurable cross-section « from the group R of inner automorphisms

of the algebra B{H) to the group ^1{H) of unitaries on H.
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If for g g G we let gc = s(r(g)) (where r: G -> GjGw is projection) and gs=ggô1,

then both g —> gs and g-> gc are measurable from G to G and every g g G can be

uniquely written g=gsgc. Also if x g Gn and z(x) is the unique (since -n is irreducible)

element of R such that z(x)-n(a) = tTx(a) for all a in /I, let £/* g 9¿(H) be defined by

Ux = n(z(x)). Then x-> £/* is strongly measurable and U¡Tr(a)Ux=TTx(a) for all a

in A. The same automorphism is produced by Uxy and UyUxn(a(x, y)).

Finally let the unitary operator V on L\G, H, m) be defined by :

(Vf)(g) =  VJ(g) =  U9sir(«(gs,gc))f(g).

A straightforward computation using the properties of T, a, and the unitaries Ux,

x e G[n] shows that for any aeA, Vñ(a)V* = p(a) where p(a) is the operator field

defined by: p(a)(g)=Tr(T(gc)a). The functions p(a) are all measurable by our

assumptions. We also have for each g in G:

¡P(a)(g)\\ = \\VAT(g)a)V*\\ = HT(g)a)\\.

These remarks together with some obvious properties of p show that parts 1 and 3

of this lemma hold. To prove 2, note that if g g G and x g Gm, (xg)c=gc and so

p(a)(xg) = p(a)(g) and each p(a) has x as period. This completes the proof of the

lemma.

It can be shown easily that g->- ||7f(a)(g)|| (and therefore g-> ||/>(a)(g)||) is a

continuous function for any aeA.lt will then follow that p(A) is the cross-section

algebra of a continuous field of C*-algebras in the sense of [3, 10.1.2]. We will not

prove this fact however, since we will not need it.

Now let P be the set of all functions in L°°(G, m) (complex valued) which have

each x e Gw as period. Again this algebra is essentially a system of imprimitivity

for the pair (ñ, [/*), but we shall see that it is capable of discerning a finer structure

than the algebra previously used. We write [Ux] for [Ux]x.

Theorem 4.12. Let Gw be closed. Then the commutant of (ir, V) intersected

with the commutant ofP is the von Neumann algebra generated by the set of unitaries

[Ux], x e GM, where Ux is as defined in the proof of Lemma 4.11.

Proof. Proposition 4.8 shows that all [Ux], xeG, are in the commutant of

(n, U"). The periodicity of the functions in P makes it clear that the [Ux] are also

in P'. By Lemma 4.11, # is unitarily equivalent with p where p(a)(g) = -rr(T{gc)a)

(notation as above). Now [28, 2, no. 3, Proposition 6 and no. 5, Lemma 4], shows

that there is an essentially unique quasi-invariant measure A on G/GM and that a

set in G/GM has measure zero if and only if its inverse image has Haar measure

zero. It is then easy to see that if p(a) : G/GM -> H is defined by p(a)(g) = p(a)(g)

(g=r(g)), p is a representation of A on L2(G/GM, H, A) by decomposable operators

(see [4, Chapter 2]). Similarly P induces a set of operators P on L2(G/GM, H, A).

Clearly P is precisely the algebra of all scalar decomposable operators on

L2(G/GM, H, A) (isomorphic with Lco(G/GM, A)). As indicated previously, any
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operator commuting with P is decomposable. If this operator also commutes with

fi, then its value at each point g commutes with 77g and is thus a scalar. It follows

that the commutant of fi and P on L2{G/GM, H, A) is just P. Thus the von Neumann

algebra generated by fi and P is precisely the set of all decomposable operators.

Evidently this means that the von Neumann algebra generated by p{A) and P

is the algebra si of all decomposables on L2{G, H, m) which have each x e GM

as a period.

Let M be the set consisting of all scalar valued decomposable operators on

L2{G, H, m) and all left translations Lx, x e G„. Then clearly si is the commutant

of M and so M must generate si'. If V is the unitary constructed in Lemma 4.11,

then V*MV generates the commutant fr{A)' of ñ{A). We now determine V*MV.

This isomorphism leaves the scalar decomposables invariant. On the other hand,

if Lx, x e GM, is a translation, we have :

{V*LxV)f{g) = TT{a{gs,gc))*U*UX9TT{a{xgs,gc))f{xg)

= ""(«(g« gc))*c{gs)UxTr{a{x, gs)a{xgs, gc))f{xg)

= c{gs)Uxn{{T{x)a{gs, gc)*)a{x, gs)a{xgs, gc))f{xg)

= c{gs)UxTr{a{x,g))f{xg).

The c{gs) exists for each g because Ux is unique only up to a constant of modulus

one, and the corresponding function c is measurable because of the measurability

of the map x ->■ Ux and the map g -> gs. Thus V*LxV=c[Ux], and so the commutant

of 7? is generated by the [Ux], xe GM, and the diagonalizables. Proposition 4.10

shows that all the [Ux] also commute with all U"{g), g e G, and it is clear that the

only diagonals which commute with all U"{g) are the constants. This completes the

proof.

Corollary 4.13. If{T, a) is a twisting pair for (G, A), and n is a representation

of A on H, then the system ft, U", P) is irreducible {i.e. the commutant of all operators

in UK{G), tt{A), and P consists of only multiples of the identity) if and only if tt is

irreducible and GM = ft}.

Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows from Proposition 4.8 (and

Corollary 4.9), and the sufficiency follows from Theorem 4.12.

The most ideal situation would be to prove Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.13

without the presence of the algebra P. Mackey has conjectured that this result

is incorrect even in the case of representations of group extensions, and recent

results in the theory of direct integral representations of simple non type I C*-

algebras lead one to the same conclusion. Thus while we do not have a counter-

example at this point, it seems likely that the above results are the best that one

can prove in general. On the other hand, we can use a result of Blattner in certain

cases to get the most desirable result.

Let A be a C*-algebra. Suppose that in addition to the standing hypotheses of
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this section, we also assume : If x and y are in G and nx is not equivalent with iry,

then ker (wj^ker (ttv). This holds in particular if A is a type I algebra for then

/î=Prim (A), but the condition does not require A to be type I. Then under these

conditions, we have

Theorem 4.14. The commutant of (a, U") is generated by the set of unitaries [Ux]

as in Theorem 4.12.

We first prove a lemma, writing B for the inner automorphisms by unitary double

centralizers.

Lemma 4.15. Let x0e G, aeA, and £ e H (space ofTr) be such that

hx0(a)ñ =v>0.

Then there exists a neighborhood W of x0 and a Borel mapping u: W'-> °li(H)

such that if xe W, \nx(a)u(x)\ >\n.

Proof. Let si=Autx (A) and D=si/B, with p the natural projection. Then si

in the strong topology is separable, metrizable, and complete (due to our standing

hypotheses) and so is a polish space. Thus in particular any strongly open subset

of si is a polish space. Also note that since <%(M(A)) is polish, [27, Lemma 3],

guarantees the existence of a Borel cross-section a: B -> °ll(M(A)). Now let aeA,

%eH and consider the map ß: si-»■ R+ given by j8(z)=||ir(z(a))f||. Then ß is

strongly continuous. Since ß(T(xo))=-q>0, there is a neighborhood U of T(x0)

such that if z g U, /3(z)>^. By remarks made above, U is a polish space and the

natural equivalence relation induced on U by cosets of B satisfies the hypotheses

of [27, Lemma 2]. We conclude that there is a Borel cross-section <¡¿: p(U) ->■ U.

Finally let V=p~1p(U) and W=T~1(V). As shown in 2.La, pT is continuous,

so W=(pT)~1p(U) is an open neighborhood of x0. If xe W let zx=ifipT(x),

<p(x) = T(x)zx1, and r(x) = a<p(x). Then T(x)a = <p(x)zx(a) = r(x)zx(a)r(x)*, zx and

r(x) vary Borel measurably with x, and zxeU. If u: W->^e(H) is defined by

w(x) = 7r(r(x)), then K(a)u(x)¿|| = \\u(x)n(zx(a))u(x)*u(x)t\\ = Mzx(a))t\\ >\n. This

completes the lemma.

We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.14. The remainder of this proof is

basically an adaptation of Blattner's proof of [29, Lemma 3]. We employ the

notation of Theorem 4.12. It is enough to show that P is in the weak closure of

p(A). For this it will suffice to prove that P is in the weak closure of p(A). Now p

is a representation of A which is the direct integral of irreducible inequivalent

representations of A on H all with distinct kernels. G acts as a topological trans-

formation group on the T0 space Prim (A) (since it acts this way on Â by Proposi-

tion 4.6) by sending ker w' to ker (it' o T) for each it' in A. There is thus induced

in a natural way a one-to-one continuous mapping from G/GM to Prim (A)

mapping G/GM onto the orbit of 7=ker(7r) in Prim (A). Call this mapping <p,

let 5 be a closed subset of Prim (A), and let B=(p~\S). Let Q be the projection on
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L2{G¡Gm, H, X) given by left multiplication by the characteristic function of B.

We first prove that Q is in the weak closure of p{A). Let / be a function in

L2{G/GM, H, X) whose support is contained in B, and let / be the ideal in A given

by J=f] S. If a eJ, then irx{a)f{x)=0 for all x in B and so n{a)f=0. Conversely

suppose / is continuous and support / is not contained in B. Then / is not zero

in a neighborhood of some point x which is not in B. Then /^x_1(5), and so

/4>n x~\S) = K. Since 77 is irreducible, -n{K) is strongly dense in B{H) and so

we can find an a' e K such that 77ft')/(x) / 0. If a = T{x) ~ V then Trx{a)f{x) is not

zero. Now Lemma 4.15 tells us that 77yft)/(x) is not zero in some neighborhood of

x and by the continuity of/we must have iry{a)f{y) not zero in some neighborhood

of x. Thus írft)/^0 and a e J. We conclude that Q is just the projection on the space

of all / in L2{G/GM, H, X) such that fr{a)f= 0 for all aeJ. This projection is well

known to be in the weak closure of ñ{A). One can easily prove that projections

such as we considered above when we let S be an arbitrary Borel set will form a

projection valued measure, and so will be determined by knowing them on closed

sets. One can therefore prove that if S is any Borel set in Prim {A), the characteristic

function of <p ~\S) (acting as a projection) will be in the weak closure of ñ{A).

Finally a lemma of Blattner [29, Lemma 4] shows that the same conclusion holds

for any Borel set in G/GM. Hence all simple functions and so all of P is in the weak

closure of tt{A). It follows that P is also in the weak closure of p{A), and so we are

done.

Corollary 4.16. If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.14 hold, in particular if A is a

type I C*'-algebra, then if v is any representation of A on H ft, U") is irreducible

if and only if it is irreducible and GM = ft}.

We remark that Theorems 4.14 and 4.12 generalize theorems of Blattner (in the

separable case) and Mackey respectively. However we get more information on the

nature of the commutant of ft, U") when this pair is not irreducible than is given

in the aforementioned results, even in the group extension situation.

5. Representations from quasi-invariant traces. In this section we restrict our

attention to twisted group algebras in which the cocycle a is trivial and the algebra

A is a von Neumann algebra. This is an important class of algebras, the representa-

tions of which, as we said before, have been studied under the name of covariant

representations. We define quasi-invariant trace and show that each such trace

defines in a natural way a representing pair for {A, G).

Definition 5.1. Let A be a von Neumann algebra on a Hubert space H. A trace

on A is a function ¡p: A+ ->• [0, +00] such that:

(1) <p{x+y)=<p{x) + <p{y); x, yeA+,

(2) <p{Xx) = X<p{x); A>0, xeA + ,

(3) <p{u*xu) = <p(x); xe A + , u unitary in A.

There are two-sided ideals Nv and M„ such that M¿ = ker«, and

N* ={xeA+ \<p{x) < 00}.
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We say that <p is faithful if M0 = 0 and semifinite if N9 is weak operator dense in A.

Nlt2 is given an inner product by: (x | y)=<p{y*x), where <p is the natural linear

functional on N„ such that <p \ N(P+=<p. The completion of the prehilbert space

N\l2\Ml12 is denoted by L2{q>). The natural representation ir9 of A on L2{<p) is the

representation derived from left multiplication of A on N912. If 95 is normal, the

strong operator closures of both N0 and M9 have largest projections E and F,

A is isomorphic with AE © AF ©A,_E, and <p is infinite on A¡.E, zero on AF

and faithful and semifinite on AE. For all these facts see Dixmier [4].

Definition 5.2. Suppose <p is a normal trace on a von Neumann algebra A, G

is a locally compact group, and T: G ->- Aut {A) is a homomorphism. We say that

(pis G quasi-invariant if both /V„ and Mw are invariant under T{G) (and so also E„

and F«,).

Lemma 5.3. If A is a von Neumann algebra, y is G quasi-invariant on A andge G,

there are operators xg and yg in the center C{A) of A such that:

(i)0ájct,ftái,
(2) x2+j>2=1,

(3) {T{g)9){xÍx) = v{y2x),
for all xeN9 where {T{g)<p){x) = <p{T{g)-1x).

Proof. By quasi-invariance and normality, we may assume that <p is faithful

and semifinite, and N9 is invariant.

Let x=T{g)<p+<p. Then x is a semifinite normal trace on A and <pâx- So by

[4, §6, 5.1], there is exactly one element W9 in C{A) such that 0= W9Ú 1 and

fix) = x(W9x) = 7(ä¥M+?(M

for all x6N„. Let x9 andyg be the unique elements in C{A)+ such that xg1=l-Wg

and y2 = Wg. Then

<p{wgX) = .pftfx) = T{gyp{{i-w9)x) = r(gMA).

This completes the proof.

Now the center, C{A), of A is a commutative von Neumann algebra. By the

Gelfand isomorphism we may identify C{A) with the algebra of all continuous

complex valued functions on a compact space X. Since <p is faithful, it can be shown

that xg and yg have support /, and so by the usual spectral arguments, we can find an

increasing sequence «j £ ea á • • ■ and numbers A, > 0, 1 ̂  i < oo, such that supf e( = 1

and e(x9;ï A(ef for all i. There is then exactly one element Zg e C{A)+ for each i

such that eiZg=Zg and Zffx9=>'!,ei.

Lemma 5.4. Let VI be the sequence of operators in L2{<p) derived from the mappings

x-^T{g)-\Z^x) of{N9)112 into {Nv)m. Then the sequence Vn is Cauchy in L2ft)

and converges to a unitary Ug which is independent of the sequence e1^e2ú- ■ ■

which determines the Zgys.
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Proof. Let ex :g e2 m • • • and fy á/2 = • • ■ be two increasing sequences of pro-

jections in C(A) satisfying the properties given above. Let Pn = eifj and let

Z^Zçf. Then

e¡/-Z9" = Z¿>   and   Z^x9 = j^/.

On the other hand if/ is large enough, Zgj=Zg. Now let x g (N«,)1'2. Then:

|| 7(g) - ^ZJx)- 7(g) - KZ^x) ||2,2   (where || • ||.,a is the norm in L2(«p))

= «p((ng)-1[(z;-z^))2(x*x)])

= <p(T(g) - l((Z¡)2 - (Z902)(x*x))   (if; is sufficiently larger than n)

= (T(g)<p)(((Z?)2-(Z9r)(x*x))

= T(g)<p(x2(l+(Z?)2)enx*x-x2(l +(Z«)2)e,/x*x)

= 9>0>2(1 +(Z;)2Kx*x-^2(l +(Z«)2)ei/x*x)

= <p(enx*x)-<p(elfx*x).

If we replace Z9;' by Z9m in the above computation, we see that the sequence Vn

is Cauchy and so Ug exists. On the other hand, the above shows that the same limit

Ug could also be defined by the Zg' arranged in a suitable sequence. Now Z\i=Zigfj

=Z'gei as is easily shown. By replacing the sequence Z9n formed from the e¡'s by

the sequence formed from the /'s, we can show that the limit Ug is independent

of the choice of projections. Finally a computation similar to the above shows that

\\Ugx\\lt2 = <p(x*x)= ||x||,2 and since Ug is invertible, it is unitary.

Theorem 5.5. (a) Ug*irt¡,(x)Ug = TTa,(T(g)x),

(b) UgiUg=U9i92.

Proof, (a) If y e (Nv)112, xe A then, writing -n for rr0,

UMx)Ugy = c/*[tt(x) lim (7(g) "^Z^))]

= U* lim xT(g)-\Z«y)= U* lim T(g)-\T(g)(x)Z^y)
n n

= U*U9((T(g)(x)y) = (T(g)x)y = ^T(g)x)y.

By continuity, the relation holds for all y e L2(<p).

The defining relations show that x9l92=x9lx92 and y9ly92=y9l92-

Suppose that (e¡), l^i'<oo, and (/), l^y'^oo, are sequences of projections in

C(A) used to define U9l and U92 respectively. Using (e¡/), 1 Ú i,j '< oo, as the defining

sequence for U9i92, we see that

and

Zg1Zg2Xgíg2 = Z,gi¿g2Xglxg2 = ygiyg2eijj = ygig2e\Jr

Thus

Ugig2(x) = lim T(g)-\Z9lZi2x) = UgiU92(x)

for x e (N0)112 and by continuity we have (b).
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We now take up the consideration of conditions under which the representation

given by the pair ft^,, U) constructed above is factor or irreducible. By quasi-

invariance we have been able to assume that the trace <p is faithful and semifinite,

and so L2{cp) is simply the completion of the prehilbert space A^'2 with the inner

product derived from 99.

Definition 5.6. If B is a symmetric Banach algebra with identity and G is a

locally compact group acting on B through a *-homomorphism T, then we say

that G is ergodic on B if the only elements of C{B) invariant under T{g) for all

g e G are multiples XI of the identity.

We say that G is strongly ergodic on B if the only two-sided ideals of B in-

variant under T{g) for all g e G are {0} and B.

Remark 1. Strong ergodicity clearly implies ergodicity, as we can see by forming

the principle ideals generated by central elements.

Remark 2. If fi is a von Neumann algebra, then each automorphism T{g) of B

is ultraweakly continuous (see [4]) on B and we can show that G is strongly ergodic

if and only if the only elements in B invariant under all T{g) are multiples of /.

This is so because if J<^B in an invariant ideal, the weak operator closure J of

J in B is also an invariant ideal. By [4, Chapter 1, 3.3], J is the principle ideal

generated by its largest projection. This implies the result. In this case and in the

case of ergodicity, for a von Neumann algebra, we may restrict our attention to

invariant projections.

Theorem 5.7. With notation as before, ft,,,, U) is irreducible o G is strongly

ergodic on A.

Proof. Let H be a subspace of L2ft), invariant with respect to n^A). We first

show that if we let

H° = {x e A I tt„(x)// = {0}}

then H° is a closed, two-sided ideal in A and

H={£eL2{9)\HH = {0}}.

The fact that H° is an ideal results immediately from the definitions and invari-

ance of H under n9{A). H° is closed since ir9 is continuous. Suppose H°£ = {0} for

some f e L2{<p). Since A is a *-algebra, H1 (the subspace of L2ft) perpendicular

to H) is invariant under n^A) and so also under iro{H0). Since H° is a C*-algebra

and 77„(//°) I H1 is a nondegenerate representation, [3, 2.2.10], shows that

77„fti)£ -> £ for any £ e Hl where fti)(6/ is an approximate identity in H°. Thus if

£etfx;

{t, Q = lim (f, w,(fl,)0 = lim K(a,*)¿ 0 = 0   and    £ e H" = H
i i

It is routine to show that H is proper and nontrivial if and only if H° is proper

and nontrivial.
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We claim that such an H is invariant under t/9o if and only if H° is invariant

under T(g0). In fact if H is invariant under USo, and x g H°, then U9*ttv(x)U9o(H)

=0 and so 7r<¡l(T(g0)x)H=0 and T(g0)x e H°. The converse is proved in the same

way. Thus L2(<p) has no invariant subspaces under U(G) and tt0(á) o there is no

invariant ideal in A except {0} and A. This proves the theorem.

A theorem of Segal [20, Theorem 4.1], is a special case of the results of this

section. The original construction of the representation U from <p was suggested

by [16], and part of the proof of Theorem 5.7 was inspired by [20, Lemma 4.1.1].

Representations such as were constructed in the beginning of this section arise

frequently. In particular, if <p is a finite faithful trace on a von Neumann algebra

A, it is quasi-invariant with respect to any group of automorphisms and so gives

rise to a representing pair.

6. Computations. In this section we give the proofs of previous theorems which

were left unproved.

Theorem 2.2. Let (T, a) be a twisting pair for (G, A) as in §2. Then L\A, G;T,a)

is a Banach *-algebra with multiplication and involution as given in §2.

Proof, (a) We show associativity :

[(F-K)H](g)

= f f FmTm{i-1t)W,z-lmne)H(e-1g)Ht,t-1g)dZdt.
Ja Jo

On the other hand :

[F(K-H)](g)

= f f F(mno[K(eKnm(i-1í-lg)Hi,i-1t-lg)Mi,í-ig)}didí
Ja Ja

= f f F(o{[Ta)iK(í-ío(T(i'lOH(£-ig))a(í-ie,e-lg)]Hí,í-ig)}dui
Ja Ja

Thus associativity reduces to showing

(i) [noim-wni-^Htf-^yHi-1*, t-wnt, e_1g)=
(2) [[r(0*(£-l¿)]«(£, Z-'iWÍTWir'gMi, r1*)].

Now by the natural associativity between centralizers and the natural extension of

rto the double centralizer algebra, we get: for (1)

mom - ̂ iinotnc - '^(r^uinwî -1*, ¿- ww, t - xg>
= [Tmit^mnoini-wm-^Mi, c-wé, r Jg)
= [TiOKa-^Hc, t^omwi-igMç, ¿-^)

and by associativity this is (2).
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(b) We show/**=/:

f**{x) = a{x, x-1)*[T{x)f*{x-1)*]A{x-1)

= «ft, x-*)»{r(*)[o(*-\ x)*[rft-1)/ft)*]]*}A(x"1)A(x)

= a{x, x-i)*[T{x)T{x-i){f{x))][T{x)a{x-\ x)]

= [/ft)«ft, *_1)*]ftft, x-x)a{e, x)a{x, e)*]

= /(x)a(x,X-1)*aft,^-1)=/ft).

(c) We show (/• g)* =g*f*:

A{x){fg)*{x) = a{x, x-^^rft) jaf{y)[T{y)g{y-íx-í)]a{y, y^x'*) dy~\*

= £ a{x, x-í)*[T{x)a{y, y-1x-i)*][T{x)T{y)g{r1x-1)*]

x [T{x)f{y)*] dy

= £ a{x, x-riT{x)a{x-iy, y-1)]*[T{x)T{x-'y)g{y-r]

x[T{x)f{x-iy)*]dy

= £ a{x, x-^Hx, x~1y)a{y, y~l)a{x, x"1)*]*

x [T{x)T{x^y)g{y-iy)*][T{x)f{x-'yY] dy

= £ a{y, y-Ta{x, x-íy)*[T{x)T{x^y)g{y-í)*[T{x)f{x'íy)*] dy

= f <y,y-1Y[T{y)g{y-1)*]<x,x-'y)*[T{x)f{x^yr]dy.
Ja

On the other hand :

A(x)(g*/*)(x) = jag*{y)[T{y)f*{y-íx)]a{y,y-íx)dy

= £«ft> y-1)*[T{y)g{y-1r]

x {T{y)[a{y-iX, x-^y)*T{y-H)f{x-iy)*]}a{y, y^x) dy

= £ «ft, y-1)*[T{y)g{y-1r][T{yHy-1x, x^y)*]

x [T{y)T{y-íx)f{x-íyY]a{y, y^x) dy

= £ «ft, r1)*[T{y)g{y-1)*My, y~1x)a{x, x^y)]*

xHy,y-1x)][T{x)f{x-iyr]dy

= £ «ft, y-1)*[T{y)g{y-1)*Hx, x" VHrfti/ft-^)*] dy
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and so (fg)*=g*f*. The proofs that ||/g|| è \\f\\ \\g\\ and ||/*|| = ||/|| are

straightforward.

In Example 6, §2, the relevant computations were omitted. We review the setting.

0->/7-^>G^>AT->0isan exact sequence of locally compact groups. Identify

H with a subgroup of G by means of a.

Suppose it has a Borel measurable right inverse (e.g. if H is separable), and call

it r¡. Let dh, dg, dk be left Haar measures in H, G, and K respectively.

Recall that:

(1) For any klt k2 in K,   ß(kuk2) = ^îM^M^i^s)-1-

(2) For k in K,   heH,   hk = ^(ky^k);   hk = ^h^k)-1.

These operations are automorphisms of K, and there are positive real numbers

8(k) such that :

d(hk) = 8(k)dh   and   d(hk) = ^ dh.
ö(k)

(It should be carefully noted that neither the operations nor the function 8 depend

multiplicatively on k.)

(3) a(ku k2)f(h) = f(ß(klt k2)-'h);  (fa(ku k2))(h) = f(hß(ku kj-^mki, k2)Yl

and finally

(4) (T(k)f)(h) = 8(k)~V(hk).

We prove that (T, a) is a twisting pair for (K, V-(H)).

Let A be the modular function of H (i.e. d(hh0) = A(A0) dh). Then: 8(k1k2)

= 8(k1)8(k2)A(ß(k1, k2)). This is proved easily from the definitions and we will

not show it. We also have, for any x, y, z in K:

(5) ß(y, z)xß(x, yz) = ß(x, y)ß(xy, z).

This is proved by using associativity of multiplication in G, as is well known, and

again we leave the details to the reader.

We need to show that for any x, y e k, that a(x, y) is a unitary double centralizer

of L}(H), T(x) is an automorphism of L\H), and the required relations between

T and a hold.

Lemma 6.1. For any k e K, T(k) is a symmetric automorphism ofL\H).

Proof. The symmetry is obvious. Let/, geL\H).

(T(k)f*T(k)g)(h)=  [  [T(k)f](0[T(k)g](e-ih)d{
Jh

= f 8(k)-2f(tk)g((tih)k)dt= Í m-y^gaer'h^dt
Jh Jh

= í  8(k)-y(Og(t-1hk)dt = 8(k)-if*g(hk) = T(k)(f*g)(h).
Jh
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The following lemma establishes the fact that a has values in the unitary double

centralizers of L\H).

Lemma 6.2. // «0 e H, let {RhJ){h) = A{h^)f{hho') and {LhJ){h)=f{hô1h)

define actions of h0 on L\H). Then <5(«0) = {Lho, Rho) defines a mapping from H

into the double centralizer algebra of H. Denote Lhofby h0fand Rhofby /• «0.

Proof. We must show that for any/ g e LX{H), {fh0) * g=f* {h0g). Now for

heH;

{fih0*g){h) =   f/Aoftkft-1«)^
Jh

=  f/ftAo^Afto^ft-1«)^
Jh

=  \ mA{h0)A{h^)g{hEH-lh)d^
Jh

=   i/ft^fto-1!"1//)^
Jh

= i/ftxvgxr1«)^
Jh

= f*{ho-g){h).

The fact that T and a satisfy the cocycle identity is simply a question of using

the definitions and statement (5) above.  We prove that for any feL\H),

[T{x)T{y)f]a{x,y) = a{x,y)[T{xy)f]. In fact:

[T{x)T{y)f]a{x,y){h) = [T{x)T{y)f]{hß-\x,y))A{ß{x,y)-i)

= /ft( y) - l*?(*) -'hß- \x, y)v{x)r]{y))A{ß{x, y) " >)8{x) ~18ft) - >

= /ftftjO - 'ß - \x, y)hr,{xy))8{xy) '1

= a{x,y)[T{xy)f]{h).

Measurability considerations are clear and so {T, a) is a twisting pair.

We now show that Ll{G) is isometrically isomorphic with L\V-{H), K; T, a).

Lemma 6.3. Every element in G can be uniquely written as hrj{k); heH, k e K.

IffeL\G)then

[f{x)dx=   f    Í   8{k)-lf{hr,{k))dhdk.
Ja Jk Jh

Proof. If X{G) is the set of continuous complex valued functions with compact

support on G, and/e Jf(G), then « ->/ftijft)) is continuous on Hand has compact

support and so jHf{hr¡{k)) dh exists. Now

Sft)-1 Í f{hV{k))dh = Sft)"1 f f{r¡{k)h)d{hk)
Jh Jh

=   \ f{r,{k)h)dh.
Jh
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Clearly this integral depends only on the coset of r¡(k) by left invariance of dh,

and it is also clear that

F(k) = f f(r¡(k)h)dh = S(fc)-1 f f(hv(k))dh
Jh Jh

is a continuous function of k with compact support whenever / is such a function

on G. By well-known arguments jG/(x) dx = ^K¡Hf(r¡(k)h) dh dk for all / in

L1(G), and this completes the lemma.

Theorem 6.4. 77ie mapping 0: L\G) -> L^L^H), K; T, a) given by:

(<P(f)(k))(h) - m-VfMW)

is an isometric isomorphism of Banach *-algebras.

Proof. The mapping is clearly linear. We show that it is isometric.

\W)\\ = ¡k \W)(k)\\ dk

= f   f  \W)(k))(h)\dhdk
Jk Jh

=  f   f  S^^I/ÍA^A:))!^^
Jir J«

= Jo l/(g)l * = l/l,    by Lemma 6.3.

We show that 0 preserves multiplication. Let/ g g Lx(G). Then

m-4>(g)(k) - Jjr(0C/)(p))[rO»)(0(g)O»-1*))]«O»,/'-1A:)<//>.

Thus

GK/>tf(*)X*XA) = f í 0C/)O»)(o[(ro»W(gXp-1*))«x(p,p-1*)](í-1A)rfírfp

= £ £</-(/)0>)(i)A(|S0>, /.-^»-^ro»)^^-1*:)]

(t-1hfKf>,p-1k)-i)dtdp

= f f Mipmmp, p-w-^rwgXp-*)
Jk Jh

■((rlhYWp,p-lkY)-l)dedp

= f f ^-^^»AOîO»,/»-1*))-1«^)-1«^-1*)-1
Jk Jh

• g((r ia)"os(p, ,- *>- wp - *» « rf/»
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= f   f 8{P)-28{p-ik)-iA{ß{p,p-ik))-fi{Cr,{p))
Jk Jh

fMpY1è-lkrm)dèdP

= f   f 8{p)-^8{k)-Y{Hp))g((h(p)r1hv{k))didp
Jk Jh

= 8{k)-ijGfi{s)g{s-ihv{k))ds

= 8{k)-fi*g{hr,{k))

= Kf*g){W)-

Let AH, Aa, AK be the modular functions in //, G, K respectively (remembering

that dg was chosen relative to pregiven dk and dh so that <\> would be isometric).

We have previously referred to AH as just A. By using the definition of modular

functions and relation (5) above we can show that for any he H, ke Kwe have :

(6) AGft<pft)) = A^A^Sft)"1.

We omit the computation and proceed to the proof that </> preserves involution.

Let/e L\G), keK,heH Then

<£(/)*ft)ft) = A^kyHidc-VlAkWXk-ym

= AK{k)->8{k)- W)ft-')*{{ß{k, k- W)

= ¿¿k)-im-i^h)-^Im> fc-1))- wx^xía-m ir1)-1)*)
(since for x e H, y e K, AH(x") = AH{x))

= AK{k)-*AH{h)- ^8{k-^{f){k - ̂ ftft)- >k- Y*-1)-1)

= A^^A^-y^ft))-1)

= 8{k)-iAa{hV{k))-y{{hri{k))-i)

= 8{k-i)f*{hv{k)) = Kf*){k){h).

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.4.

We now prove Theorem 2.3. Let {T, a) be a twisting pair for {A, G). Wendel

has shown in [25] that if m is an isometric double centralizer of L\H) then there

exists an element hme H and a complex number Am of modulus one, both depending

on m, such that for any/e L\H),

{mf){h) = Xmf{h-'h)   and   {fm){h) = XJ{hh^).

Now for each ku k2 in K, let ß{kuk2)=haikuk2) and let &{k1,k2) = Xalklik2). A

simple computation shows that ß and â both satisfy a cocycle relation with T

the mapping for ß and trivial automorphisms for &, and {T, ß) form a twisting pair

for {L\H), K).
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We can regard the mapping ß as a mapping into H and therefore we may con-

struct an abstract extension G of K by H as in MacLane [19]. We now refer to

Leptin [13] for the proofs of the statements to follow and we merely outline the

rest of the argument. His cocycle is not precisely like ours, and he has abelian

groups, but the proof he gives generalizes to our case.

If we provide G with the product measure m = dh® dk, where dh and dk are the

Haar measures in H and K respectively (this is possible since G = Hx K as a set),

then we can show that m is translation invariant and that the operations in G are

sufficiently measurable so that Weil's converse to Haar's theorem (see [24, A. 1])

applies. Then G is dense in a unique locally compact group G and the restriction

of Haar measure dg in G to G gives m. By examining the Weil topology, it can be

seen that the topologies induced on H and K by being a subgroup and quotient

group of G respectively coincide with the original topologies. This quickly implies,

since G is complete, that G = G and the definitions of the operations show that

L\G) is isometrically isomorphic with L\L\H), K; T, ß) in the manner indicated

in Example 6.

Now a=&ß, and if we have /, g g L\L\H), K; T, a), and

xl>:L\G)^L\L\H),K;T,ß)

is the isomorphism given explicitly in Example 6, then for/ g g L1(G):

<aco ■ mm) = f f Kf)(p)(mT(p)4>(g)(p - 'ma - ih)ß(P, P - ̂ ao», P - **) di dP
Jk Jh

= f f(s)g(s~1t)&(s,s-1t)ds

where s = Çr)(p): t = hr¡(k) and â is considered as a cocycle on G, constant on cosets.

This completes the proof.

We complete this section by showing that our induced representations correspond

naturally to those of Mackey as stated in Theorem 4.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. As usual let

0-->H^—> G-^K-*0

be an exact sequence of locally compact groups such that it has Borel measurable

left inverse ij. Let (T, a) be as in Example 6, §1. Let m be a unitary representation of

r/ona Hubert space Jf. Let L2(u) be the set of all measurable functions from G

to Jf such that:

(1) life L\u), xeH,yeG, then f(xy) = u(x)f(y).

(2) ¡K ||/(x)||2í/x<oo where x is the coset of x and the integral makes sense

because ||/(x)|| is constant on cosets. The induced representation of u in the sense

of Mackey is the representation U of G on L2(u) given by (1):

[^(g0)/](g)  =   ^K(^(g0))ll2f(ggo).
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We note that u induces a natural isomorphism O between L2{u) and L2{K, J#*, dk)

as follows :

If F 6 L2{K, X, dk), HF){g)= ^{F){hv{k)) = u{h)F{k).

The mapping O is easily seen to be measurable, bijective and linear. It is iso-

metric by the defining conditions for L2{u). Thus U corresponds in the usual way

to a representation C/= 0~1 ¡70 of G on L2{K, JÍ*, dk), and a standard computation

using the definition of <S> shows that U is explicitly given by :

[Û{g0)F]{k) = AK{k0Y>2U{{h0)kß{k, k0))F{kk0)

where g0 * h0r¡{k0), ß is considered to be H valued, and all other notations are as in

Example 6, §1. We will freely use any facts from this example in what follows:

Let to be the representation of L\H) corresponding as usual to u, and let JJ

be the representation of L\G) corresponding to Û. As in Example 6, §1, we let <fi

be the usual isomorphism between L\G) and //ft^ft/), K; T, a). Uifi'1 is a repre-

sentation of L\L\H), K; T, a). We must show that Ui/t'1 is the representation in-

duced by w in the sense of §4. If H is embedded in the double centralizer algebra

M{L}{H)) of LX{H) in the usual way, it will follow that the. extension of m to

M{L\H)), restricted to H is just the original representation u, and so the pair

ft), U°) induced from œ is explictly given by :

Wß)/W) = <T{k)6)f{k) = f {T{k)8{h)u{h))f{k)dh
Jh

(where 6 e L\H) and/e L2{K, X, dk))

and

[C/-fto)/]ft) = «(«ft, Â:0))/ftA:0)Ajrft0)1'2.

Let IT be the integrated form of ft, Ua). We will show that Wifi=U which will

complete the proof. Let / be an arbitrary element of L\G) and F an element of

L\K,¿e, dk). Then:

[n'ft(/))F]ft0) =  f à,{i{f){k))[U%k)F]{k0)dk
Jk

= f   f {T{k0Mf){k)]}{h)u{h)u{ß{k0,k))F{k0k)AK{ky2dhdk
Jg Jh

=  f   f 8{k0)-iAK{ky'2^{f){k){v{k0)-ihv{k0))u{hß{k0,k))
Jk Jh

■F{k0k)dhdk

=  f   f 8{k)-18{koyiAK{kyi2f{hkor,{k))u{hß{k0,k))F{k0k)dhdk
Jk Jh

= f   f 8{k)-iAK{ky2f{hv{k))u{hkoß{k0,k))F{k0k)dhdk
Jk Jh

= £ LfoMsWo) * = K/VPo).
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